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About This Game

DECONSTRUCTION is a fast-paced, hardcore, shooting game.

Feature

* Boss fight only - Direct select the boss you want to fight with.
* Easy to start - Nothing complex needs to learn, just open the game and start play.

WIP & Thank You!

This is the first time I release the game on Steam.
I'm still working on how to make it better on Steam and increasing its content.

Sorry for the delay of original launch date, this game still contains many problems I'm working on.

And, thank you for waiting!
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Prologue Preview:
Here's some more screenshots from the in-development campaign, this time from the prologue, these are all captured from
within the engine without any external software and without any external image effects applied. These aren't yet available to the
public, but they are available to testers, if you wish to be an early tester, don't hesitate to contact us!

The Intro

Pickups
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New Shaders

New Particle Effects
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New Interiors

Improved UI
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We'll be posting more soon, If there's any questions, we'll be glad to talk through either Twitter, Steam, or our website. If you
have got an addition, a fix, or a bug, we'll and make changes!

Many Thanks,
Harley Game Studios. Bundle Announcement and Undead Sneak Peek:
 
Steam Bundle Announcement. Irony Curtain premiere to celebrate the Leader’s birthday - 16/05 - Irony Curtain release
to PCs!:

16 May 2019 marks one of the most importantest events in the country of Matryoshka! The Great Leader will be celebrating his
birthday – and for this reason the Enlightened Father of the Nation has decided to bestow Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with
Love to the Matryoshkans! The game will be available on Steam !

The Departament of Propaganda prepared a short teaser introducing the citizens of the West to the details of Evan’s visit in the
bestest country in the world:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vH42MjPlGBg&feature=youtu.be

Irony Curtain: from Matryoshka with Love is a satirical point and click adventure game set in the weird, totalitarian country of
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Matryoshka. It's the backdrop of the misadventures of the lowly pen-pusher Evan who accidentaly becomes a pawn in a spy war
between two powers.

Irony Curtain will be available on Steam on May 16th 2019.

If you’d like to disscuss or ask questions – talk to us on our Steam Forum!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/
. Enhanced Version: Hotfix update 5 (Windows + Linux):
Hey!

We’ve got a new patch for Dex, with way too many fixes to list here, but here’s a few of the main ones:

 Hacking difficulty indicators in AR, based on your current skill level

 A bug causing controls to stop working when entering Georgij’s shack

 Smoother zoom

 Added some tooltips to the Trading screen

 Other user interface improvements

 Multiple gameplay and AI fixes

Enjoy!

Your Dex team. VARIETY PACK 7 - OUT NOW!:

15% OFF 
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/957903/. Sacrifice bug fix:
v.0.0.10
-------------------------------------------------------------

-Fix is out for the Titan Lily bug that could occur in multiplayer and force a match restart.. Tomato Way 2 July 11:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/886970/Tomato_Way_2/?beta=0

14 days. Golden Time Event: 2x EXP, 2x Skill, and 2x Drops:

Dragons!

It's almost that time again! Log in and take your hero to the next level, during our Golden Time Event! Starting at midnight,
enjoy our 2x EXP, 2x Skill, and 2x Drop event!

Event Duration: 
March 29, 2019 00:00 - March 31, 2019 23:59 Pacific

This double XP event only lasts until Sunday, March 31st before midnight, so don’t wait too long to start earning double XP!. 
Please take a minute to help me improve the game:
Hello guys!

Recently I've been thinking about current character system and weapon balance. I wanted to ask you guys about your preferable
styles of play. Please take one minute to answer these polls I've made:

Which weapons do you prefer(one answer):

https://www.strawpoll.me/17084826

Which ship systems do you prefer the most (multiple answers):

https://www.strawpoll.me/17084876

Thank you for your support!. Oktoberfest is here!:
Dear Friends!

Oktoberfest is coming to brighten your dull autumn weekdays! Take part in the Drinks festival in Sphere 3 and receive valuable
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rewards along with unforgettable impressions!

Visit main towns and capitals and fins there a special festive tent with drinks. There you can accept unique festive quests.
Players, who've spent more than a year with us, definitely remember these beautiful Frau and their divine drinks.
Talk to Steward’s helper to accept the first quest.

First barrel!

Jump on the barrels to reach the top of the pile. The celebration always begins with the opening of the barrel. But everybody
knows, the tastiest ale is in the barrel on the top of the pile. Who is the brave person to climb there and bring it to the bottom? It
won’t be easy of course, but the reward is worth it!

All sorts of pleasure!

To get into the festive spirit, you should try all the sorts of local ale. To start with, collect them all and bring to the steward!
Visit every tent of your faction and talk to their owners to get a mug of their special beer. When you collect them all, return to
the festive steward and bring him the mugs to receive valuable rewards.

Thievish visitors

We all like to drink a mug or two with friends during the holiday. But not everyone likes to return the mugs after that! It’s time
for you to get tough!
Kill monsters, collect mugs, and the reward won’t be slow in coming.

New Tastes

Festive steward asks you to deliver special sorts of ale to the festive tents. If you don’t know what to start with, talk to the girls at
the tents, they will be happy to provide you with some clues. Start the quest by talking to the festive steward.
Have fun at Oktoberfest, collect presents and get in the festive mood!

The event will last until October 10.

Good luck and have fun!
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